Abstnct: A unified Dispersion-Relation-Preserving scheme including both internal and kundary points is developed for solving a sound field radiated from a circular duct with an open end. M-while relevant reflection efficiencies are also predicted at various Hehnholti numbers. me numeriul results are in a satisfactory agreement with available data.
A Dispersion-Relation-~eservittg @W) scheme for mmputational acoustics has been developed in recent yws 1. is scheme is of high accuracy and m preserve the original dispersion relations of goveting equations so that a gd global acoustic solution w be ensured. However, the scheme is not only complex and but also problem dependent. h this paper, a unified DW scheme for both internal and boundary points is developd for solving a sound field radiated from a circular duct with an open end, which is a basic engineering problem, without sufficient solutions of sound field 2.~is paper aims to solve three -es of the problem, i.e. no flow and no flange, no flow but with flange, and tith flow and flrmge, Satisfactory comparisons of the predicted reflection efficiencies @C) with available data from others' studies '6 are illustrated. 
CONCLUSIONS
A unf]ed DRP scheme has been developed to predict the sound field radiated from duct exit. The ratiorud solutions of sound field and a comprehensive comparison of RC between numerid results simtiation and pretious data proved that the numerid method with DRP scheme presented in the paper is successful.
